INTRODUCTION
A brief experiment was conducted at Yale in August 1989 to search for neutron emissions from D2-gas loaded metals. 103 hours of data were acquired for D2-1oaded samples, and only 28 hours of background runs were performed. We will comment on the experiment based largely on information given in the Yale "Interim Report." [1] Of particular importance is the probability of detecting neutron emissions in such a brief running time. We will show that the probability expression used in the Interim Report is incorrect. A corrected probability calculation is given here using Monte Carlo methods. Then we assess the probability of detecting neutron-bursts in the Yale counter over the data-taking period. We will show that the likelihood of neutron-burst detection in the Yale experiment is low so that the claimed "null" results of the experiment do not contradict the results of Menlove et al. [2] We will also re-examine a possible burst event identified in the Yale experiment.
PROBABILITY EXPRESSION IN INTERIM REPORT WAS INCORRECT
The probability of detecting neutrons from a Menlove-type burst (approx. 20 to 300 neutrons in a 128#s window) must be well-known in order to interpret the data, and indeed to assess the efficacy of the Yale experimental set-up. The Interim Report provides the following probability expression for interpreting the data: "The most probable neutron multiplicity (Mn) can be calculated from an event of fold (K) using the efficiency for detecting an event of fold (K) given by:
e(K) = M~, * e(12) * (Mn -1) * e(ll) * ... * (Mn -K) * e(12 -K)
For neutron source of multiplicity 125 we obtain 100% efficiency for detecting a neutron in each detector (fold=12), and for multiplicity of 20 we have 100% efficiency of detecting 5 neutrons." (Yale Interim Report, pg. 5)
The predictions of 100% efficiency in the Interim Report are dubious and we found that the expression does not represent a proper probability.J3] When we challenged this expression in the Interim Report, we were given a "corrected" expression for the probability PM,D(IC) of getting k hits among D detectors of efficiency e each, when exposed to a burst of M neutrons [4] : (2) 
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It is easy to see that the new term (M-K)/K! does not remedy the problems with expression (1): it is itself larger than one for small K and anticipated multiplicity values. Consider the probability of detecting just K = 1 hit from M = 10 neutrons among the D = 10 ring counters in the Yale detector. Then according to equation (2), 10! 10! 1 10 P-9! ~. (0.008)T=8 (3) which is clearly a fallacious 'probability,' being larger than 1 for a multiplicity of only 10 neutrons.
We conclude that the Yale Interim Report and in fact the experimental set-up including needed running times were based to a large extent on an erroneous "probability" formula. Since one of us (S J) appeared on the Interim report, albeit with a clear disclaimer [1] , we feel it a duty to clarify the facts as best we know them.
Seemingly plausible arguments may generate expressions which, when evaluated, normalize to more than 1, or which when compared to a Monte Carlo for the same system give discrepant results, as is the case here. There is no reason to believe that this system might not have an extremely complicated expression for the exact probability. It is at this juncture that a Monte Carlo, properly tested against simple cases, justifies greater confidence than a derived expression. Since a major purpose of the experiment was to look for neutron bursts, it is important that the response to multiple events be properly understood.
DETECTOR-HIT PROBABILITIES FOR NEUTRON BURSTS
CALCULATED VIA MONTE CARLO We have written a Monte Carlo program to compute the probability distributions for various neutron burst multiplicities. The results have been checked for consistency with predictions for simple cases. The calculations assume a central counter of 10% efficiency and 10 ring counters of 0.8% efficiency as described in the Yale 'Interim Report' (see Figure 1) . However, we also generated a separate Monte Carlo simulation of the liquid scintillator counter efficiencies including geometrical factors, as we have done for very similar counters used for muon-catalyzed fusion experiments [5] . The results Liquid-scintillator filled counters were actually five-sided and about 17 cm deep; light guides also had sharp angles. Pulse-shape discrimination was used to help distinguish neutrons from gammas (see Table  I ).
RING COUNTERS
of this simulation suggest that ei are approximately 0.5% for ring counters. Furthermore, each detector will have a different efficiency depending on electronic inefficiencies and applied cuts. Thus, the efficiencies ei = 0.8% stated for each ring counter in the Interim Report are suspect. We add a calculation assuming ei = 0.5% for completeness. The Monte Carlo simulation can readily accommodate differing efficiencies for each detector should these be provided by the Yale collaboration as would be proper and more accurate than an unsupported "average" efficiency value.
The calculated probabilities of various ring detector hit multiplicities for bursts of 20, 50 and 125 neutrons are listed in the Appendix; results are summarized in Figures 2 and 3 . Tables in the Appendix consist of probabilities for detecting from 0 to 10 ring-detector hits assuming various imposed conditions on multiple hits in both the central and ring detectors. 10,000 events, or bursts, of specified multiplicity were generated and the number of single and multiple hits for each counter accumulated. Tables for both 0.8% and 0.5% efficiencies (labelled 'ei'), and deadtime fractions ('ddtm') of 0, 0.1, and 1, were computed to include the effects of possible electronic and gate inefficiencies.
If a detector has already been hit, subsequent hits have a probability of 'ddtm' of being accepted. The ring-hit probabilities are normalized to the total number of bursts. In addition to probabilities for N hits, the accumulated probabilities for N hits or greater are also shown. The expectation value for number of hits is shown at the foot of the table. In order to check the Monte Carlo for the simple case of having K detectors hit by exactly 1 neutron, and no other hits, given a burst of M neutrons and D detectors of efficiency e, we use the probability expression
where (M)is the usual binomial coefficient.
Equation (4) is evaluated under the column labelled 'predict'. The criteria that the equation assumes are: the center counters 'not required', and ring counters are 'only', and 'ddtm' = 1.0. We find good agreement between predictions of (4) and corresponding Monte Carlo calculations (Appendix), an important check.
Each neutron was allowed to hit only one each of ring and central detectors. Thus the actual system may have a somewhat greater probability for multiple events due to multiple scattering. The probability for double hits in counters for moderate-sized bursts is not insignificant.
The deadtime of the pulse-shape discriminators was stated [4] as 90ns. With an event gate of 10 ps [1] , this would imply an inefficiency of ~ 0.01. If neutron bursts are narrower than the event gate, the inefficiency could increase to a maximum of 1.0 ('ddtm'= 1) for burst durations of 90as or less. We do not know the length of bursts; indeed an objective of the experiment was to be prepared to evaluate burst durations.
Note that for large multiplicities there are non-negligible probabilities for detecting more than one neutron in a detector. (See Figure 2. ) In fact, for ddtm=l, the probability of two hits in one detector is exactly the probability of one hit each in two detectors.
With these results in hand, let us revisit a few statements in the Yale Interim Report [1] . The report states that the probability for detecting 5 neutrons (assume 2 central and 3 ring) out of a burst of 20 to be 100%. In contrast, the actual probability for not detecting any neutrons in ring counters would be P20,10,0.00s(0) --(1 -0.0S) 2° = 18.9% (5) which is an obvious contradiction to the Interim Report. The Monte Carlo predicts a value of 18.4% for P(0) (in good agreement with prediction (6)) and a probability of about 13% for getting hits in 3 or more ring detectors with such a burst. Furthermore, the probability for detecting a burst of 125 neutrons in all ring counters is less than 5%, rather than 100% as stated erroneously in the Interim Report, an enormous discrepancy. Predictions from the Monte Carlo are contrasted with those in the Interim Report in Figures 2 and 3 .
REEXAMINATION OF CANDIDATE BURST EVENT USING CORRECT PROBABILITIES
The Interim Report mentions one event which has characteristics of a moderately large neutron burst (See table 1). In this case, partiallydeuterided titanium materials (Ti-662 alloy, see ref.
2) were warming from liquid nitrogen temperature. At a temperature of approximately -10°C, where bursts are reported at high frequency by Menlove et al. [2] , an apparent burst occurred in that both central counters (UO and DO) fired along with hits in three ring counters, U1, U3 and Uh. Pulse-shape analysis showed that each of the 5 hits was consistent with incident neutrons (not gammas, etc.), as duly reported in the Interim Report. The energy deposited in 3 counters is consistent with neutrons of 2.5 MeV energy. Central counter DO registered 3.3 MeV and ring counter U4 registered 4.4 MeV of energy, but these energies could well represent double hits in the counters following a neutron burst. This event has the earmarks of Menlove-type neutron burst in magnitude and timing. Yet it was dismissed in the Interim Report as a cosmic-ray induced event because: "...the probability for a double hit in a ring counter is estimated to be of order of 0.2%, see below. We thus can conclude based on the energy deposited in the ring detectors that these events are consistent with background events. In fact inspecting the time scale and energy deposited in detectors U5, U1 and U0 we may conclude that the event of Run 45 include one neutron that does triple scattering including one large angle scattering from detector U5 to its neighbor detector U1, and then immediately followed by a small angle scattering into the central detector U0 lying below the ring detectors (thus yielding to negative time of flight). From our data we deduce an upper limit on neutron bursts from our cells to be smaller than 27 neutrons with 98% confidence (3a)." [1] Thus the burst candidate event was rejected because the probability of a double-hit in a ring counter was thought to be only 0.2%. It would be interesting to calculate for comparison the probability of neutron "triplescattering" resulting in multiple signals in three separate counters, as argued above, along with two other counters showing neutron-like signals in the same event as occurred here.
However, the probability of a double hit in a ring counter arising from a burst of neutrons is not as small as claimed in the Interim Report. There are 10 ring counters in which a double-hit could occur and the neutron multiplicity could be large. The probability for a double hit depends on the burst multiplicity, individual detector efficiencies, electronics deadtimes, and on timing between neutrons. Monte Carlo techniques are good for analyzing situations such as this, and the results of Anderson's Monte Carlo study suggest that the probability for double hits given in the Interim Report is far too small. (See Appendix and Fig. 2 ).
Applying the results of the Monte-Carlo study for the Yale set-up, we find that a burst of 50-neutrons has a probability of a few percent to 25% (depending on actual detector efficiencies and deadtimes; see Appendix A) of producing the hit pattern of this event, including a double-hit in one ring counter. This is not negligible for a paper trying to set 3a upper limits. A problem associated with the low (0.005-0.008) efficiencies of ring counters is that unfolding the initial multiplicity from the detected multiplicity is illdefined. Thus, the event could represent a burst of ~ 100 neutrons with a still higher probability of double-hits. Furthermore, bursts this large have a high probability (> 50%) of triggering one of the large cosmic-ray veto counters (as did occur) since there was no shielding placed between these veto counters and the titanium-deuteride test samples.
On the other hand, this event could possibly represent a cosmic-ray spallation event of, say 30 neutrons, although such an explanation is complicated by the fact that the timing between neutrons extends over 3.8 #sec.
Observe that timing of signals for high-multiplicity background events in Table I is just a few nanoseconds, consistent with cosmic-ray-induced spallation origin. We conclude that the low probabilities for burst detection coupled with low statistics in an environment with significant cosmic-ray flux combine to preclude definitive interpretations of such events. The result remains inconclusive.
Scrutinizing this event is important since in such a relatively short experiment as this, one might expect only one burst (or less) as we shall see in the next section. In any case, this event represents a neutron-burst-llke event in which 3 ring counters and both central counters were hit and suggests that the upper limit arguments in the Yale report cited above are overstated.
BURST EVENTS EXPECTED AT YALE BASED ON LANL RESULTS
The Interim Report states that any bursts larger than 27 neutrons would have been seen with 98% confidence. [1] This conclusion is based on faulty probability arguments as we have seen: it is grossly overoptimistic (See Figs.  2 and 3 ).
Using burst-detection probabilities based on our Monte Carlo calculations, we would judge that a burst of 90 or more neutrons would have an 80% probability of generating 4 or more hits in Yale ring-counters (3 ring-counter hits were in evidence in the event discussed above), generously assuming the efficiency of each ring counter to be 0.8% and allowing for double-hits. (See Figure 2 .) The neutron detectors used at LANL had moderated neutrondetection efficiencies ranging from 21% to 34%, so that bursts of >90 neutrons would have >98% probability to record 4 or more hits. [2] However, such large bursts are rare in the experiments conducted at LANL: Table II shows that only 15 bursts of 90 or more neutrons were detected in 9125 hours of running with 36 cylinders. The average mass of partially-deuterided titanium was about 84 g per cylinder, whereas in the Yale experiments, about 184 g average was used in each run [ref. 1, rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termscond = 0.77 bursts expected at Yale,
so the probability of detecting one burst is P = 1-exp(-0.77)= 0.55. Thus, even dramatically relaxing the constraint on burst size observable in the Yale detector, we find only a ~55% probability of seeing a burst in the duration of the Yale experiment. This probability is consistent with a comment on the experiment in reference 7.
It has been argued [4] that we should compare just the data-collection times accumulated while the titanium cylinders were warming up, since most bursts occurred during warm-up at Los Alamos [2] . We disagree with this approach since deuteriding usually proceeds slowly in our titanium samples which were annealed at less than 300°C [2, 5] so that the "soaking" time is important. Nevertheless, we will re-do calculation (6) for completeness: Y (warm-up time only) = 15 bursts at LANL >90 neutrons x 20 warm-up hours at Yale/400 warm-up hours at LANL (approx.)
x 184 g at Yale/84 g at LANL (average) = 1.6 bursts expected, so detection probability is P = 1 -exp (-1.6) = 80%.
(8)
There are other factors which should be mentioned as we attempt to compare the two experiments fairly. The time gate over which the systems were sensitive to neutron detection was considerably longer at LANL. The LANL detectors were active for 128 #s, whereas the time gate at Yale we estimate at 20 #s, but in any case substantially less that the LANL gate. The Interim Report also notes that about seventeen (17) hours of data collection were spent on samples prepared by Brookhaven National Laboratory, which were distinct from the titanium materials used at LANL. Thus, if we include a factor for the event gate difference since the duration of burst events is unknown, or reduce the hours spent at Yale to just those using LANL-type samples, then the burst-detection probability at Yale becomes even less than evaluated above.
We should also consider the sensitivity of the Yale experiment with regard to uncorrelated-neutron production, as opposed to burst events. Like bursts, episodes of random-neutron production were rare in the Los Alamos experiments. Two significant episodes are recorded in ref. 
so the likelihood of seeing one such neutron-emission episode during the short Yale experiment is small. The probabilities evaluated above (relations 6-9) are not in contradiction with one neutron-burst candidate or even with zero events in the Yale experiment. We conclude that the Yale experiment was too short to make a definitive statement regarding the veracity of the LANL/BYU results. But longer running times alone would not suffice to remedy weaknesses of the Yale experiment [3] . A better test is planned using the Kamiokande detector in Japan [8] which has the distinct advantage of being 1000m underground so as to preclude cosmic-rays. Neutron-like background counts are much lower than at Yale while neutron-detection efficiencies approach 20%. The experiment will run several weeks and should be completed by summer 1991. 
